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New satellite takes its first pictures of planet Earth
. . . and from September, there will be many more.
The idea for NASA's Deep Space
Climate Observatory (DSCOVR), so
goes the story, came to the then Vice
President Al Gore in February 1998 in
the course of a dream. It would sit
out in space far from the Earth and
send back pictures that would take
in the whole of our planet.
Gore recalled a photo taken during the
Apollo missions to the Moon. He told
interviewers: “It’s not an accident that
that first image, called Earthrise, led to
the passage of major environmental
laws in the United States during the
presidency of Richard Nixon, nor is it a
coincidence that the first Earth Day was
organized less than a year and a half
after that first picture was seen. It
changed, that picture changed, the way
we thought about ourselves and our
relationship to the Earth.”

After the 570 kg satellite was constructed, the Bush administration postponed the project, but it was
eventually launched on February 11, 2015 and placed sunwards of the Earth in the L1 point, where
the gravity between the Earth and the Sun is equal. Normally, the closer an object orbits to the Sun,
the faster it will move in orbit and the shorter its orbital period. Because of the Earth's gravity,
however, the satellite will remain locked in its position, some 1.5
million km inwards from the Earth's orbit and looking back at the
full Earth. Much of DSCOVR's work will be concerned with observing
potentially harmful solar activity (important to communications
industry). It will give 15 to 60 minutes warning of surges in
particles and magnetic fields. From September, DSCOVR's Earth
Polychromatic Imaging Camera will be obtaining images of the
Earth every couple of hours over wavelengths from the ultraviolet
to infrared. These images will provide essential insights to climate
processes. The first image (right) was sent back on July 6, 2015,
and the colour balance was too blue. The picture above is part of a
series showing the Moon crossing the Earth's disk on July 16. We are
seeing the side of the Moon that is always averted from Earth.

2015 has seen the world's warmest May, June and July on record.

CO2 emissions stalled in 2014, but the latest figures show that the amount of
this greenhouse gas in the atmosphere continues its ominous creep upwards.
A press release from the UN Climate Change newsroom earlier this year stated that: “The chief
economist of the International Energy Agency (IEA) has said in an interview with the Financial Times
that global emissions of carbon dioxide did not rise in 2014 over 2013, despite the fact that the
world economy continued to grow. . . . If emissions are stalling in a period of global growth it is
good news because it suggests that actions to switch to clean energy and reduce the use of power
consumption through efficiency are starting to work. That means governments can feel real
confidence that sustainable development policies and strong climate action together are the right
way to go.”
The fact that CO2 emissisons ceased to rise
during 2014 was surprising, many would say
encouraging, but we must be clear about what
this means. Emissions did not cease; they
failed to grow above the 2013 rate. In other
words, the greenhouse gas CO2 is still being
pumped out by our civilisation faster than
natural processes can remove it, so it
continues to build up in the atmosphere to
ever larger levels. The IEA made it clear that
there was no cause for complacency: “much
greater action at much larger scale is still
required. Climate science is clear that at
current emissions levels the world remains on
course to break well beyond the 2C degree
limit.”
The continuing rise in CO2 may be followed on the website of NOAA's Earth System Research
Laboratory, based on Mauna Loa in Hawaii. The average CO2 concentration was 399.00 ppm in July
2014, but this had increased to 401.30 ppm by July 2015. Above: The Drax coal-fired (part biofueland petroleum coke-fired) power station, located near the village of that name in North Yorkshire,
England.

El Niño (warm phase) returns in strength to the equatorial Pacific – will this
make 2015 the hottest year on record?
El Niño conditions (named for the
Christ child, since warm water is often
noticed by fishermen off Peru around
Christmas) occur every 2 to 7 years.
Under normal conditions, winds blowing
east to west keep warmer water
confined to the western Pacific. During
El Niño episodes, however, these winds
will slow or reverse direction so that
warmer waters, usually found off
Indonesia and Australia, can extend as
far as South America. This means that
the waters of the eastern Pacific can be
around 4oC warmer than normal.
The effects differ from one region to another and during the previous El Niño (2009/2010), northern
Europe experienced a notably cold winter. Globally, the effect of the present warming might boost
mean temperatures to their highest on record – but this remains to be seen.
Chart above from NOAA compares the intensity of the 1997 El Niño and that of 2015.

Seasons in South East England

May, 2015

Above: A field near Ash, Kent on May 9, 2015.

A cool and wet May.
The UK's Met Office reported
that: “At the start of the
month, the UK was in a rather
unsettled weather type, with
some heavy rain in western and
northern areas. This set the
scene for the month, with a
predominantly north-westerly
airflow bringing rather wet and
cool conditions - especially
during the first half. There
were only occasional short fine
spells mainly in the south.
Daytime temperatures were
particularly suppressed, and
nowhere reached 24oC during
the month.” Mean temperature
for May in SE and central S
England was 11.7oC (-0.2oC)
below the 1981-2010 mean.

Left: May 2, 2015. Ewe and lamb in a field near West
Kingsdown, Kent. White dead nettle (Lamiun album) and
ground ivy (Glechoma hederacea) flower beside a hedgerow
near West Kingsdown. Right: Britain and adjacent areas of
Europe as seen by the USA's NOAA 19 satellite at 13:26 GMT
on May 8, 2015. Courtesy Geoff Hamilton. Below: Hedgerows
in Belair Park, South London. A great tit (Parus major) perches
on a branch. Hawthorn (Crategus monogyna) in flower.

Over the UK as a whole, the provisional mean
temperature was 9.6oC (0.8oC below the 1981-2019
mean). Rainfall was 157% of normal, with sunshine
managing 95% of the mean.
May 1 saw the UK's lowest temperature of -5.6 oC at
Tulloch Bridge (Highland). At Heathrow, Greater London,
the maximum temperature on May 3 was above 20 oC. On
May 4 and May 6, Heathrow, Greater London, saw around
7 mm rainfall. England experienced windy conditions on
May 5 and 6, with gusts of up to 96.5 km per hour in
exposed southern areas and a gust of 120.7 km per hour
was felt at the Needles, Isle of Wight. May 11 was noted
for warm and sunny weather. Temperatures reaching
23°C in places in the SE. At Heathrow, the maximum
temperature approached 22oC. The UK's warmest May
temperature of 23.8oC was recorded at Faversham, Kent.
The rainiest day at Heathrow was May 14, when 13 mm
of rain fell. The highest temperature on that day reached
little more than 10oC. 4 mm of rain fell at Heathrow on
May 20, 3 mm on may 29 and 4 mm on May 31. On May
27, the SE received the best of the sunny and dry
weather and temperatures reached 21 oC in places.
Sources: UK Met Office and WeatherOnline.

SE and central S England, mean max. temp.: 16.1 oC
(-0.6oC); mean min. temp.: 7.4oC (0.1oC). Hours of
sunshine: 193.9 (97%). Rain: 61.9 mm (113%). Anomalies
re. 1981-2010 norm in brackets. Source UK Met Office.
Above: Wild strawberry (Fragaria vesca). New Ash Green,
Kent. May 2, 2015. Left: Hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna),
Belair Park, South London. May 3. Woodland, near West
Kingsdown. May 4. Forget-me-nots (Myosotis spp.) in the
churchyard of St Peters' and St Paul's, Ash, Kent. Male smooth
newt (Triturus vulgaris) donated to boost wildlife in Belair
Park, displaying breeding colouration. May 21. Red campion
(Silene dioica) beside a ditch, Belair Park. May 19. Below:
Passing storm clouds seen from Belair Park. May 21, 2015.

Global climate: May 2015 was the
warmest May on record.
The USA's National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration has reported that the world's land
and ocean combined had a mean temperature 0.87
± 0.07oC above the 20th Century mean of 14.8o C.
For the planet as a whole, land areas were 1.28 ±
0.15oC above the mean, and oceans, 0.72 ± 0.03 oC
above the norm, likewise the warmest on record.
In the Northern Hemisphere, the combined mean
temperature for land and ocean was 1.03 ± 0.07 oC
above the norm, the warmest for any May on
record. Land areas, at 1.36 ± 0.14 oC above the
norm, were the 2nd warmest on record (2012 was
warmest), but the Northern Hemisphere's oceans
were broke the record at 0.82 ± 0.03 oC above the
mean. In the Southern Hemisphere, the combined
land and ocean temperature was also the warmest
on record at 0.71 ± 0.06 oC above the norm. The
Southern Hemisphere's oceans were 0.65 ± 0.04 oC
above the norm, which was a new record, whilst
the land was the 3rd warmest on record (2014 was
warmest) at 0.71± 0.06oC above the norm.
Source: NOAA National Climatic Data Center, State of
the Climate: Global Analysis for May, 2015. Published
online. Data provisional.
Above and top right: Bluebells (Hyacinthoides nonscripta) caught in a shaft of sunlight on the floor of Nine
Horse Wood, New Ash Green, Kent. May 16, 2015. Lower
right: Bluebells gone to seed in Saxten's and Cage's
Wood, Kent. May 23, 2015. Left: Early purple orchid on
woodland floor, near Ash, Kent. May 9, 2015. Below:
Apple blossom in restored orchard, New Ash Green, Kent.
May 16, 2015.

Seasons in South East England

June, 2015

Above: June 21, 2015. Wild roses bloom along
a hedgerow near West Kingsdown, Kent.

Cool again, but dry and sunny.
With a provisional mean temperature for
the UK of 12.6oC (0.4oC below the 19812010 average), 75% normal rainfall, but
116% of the average sunshine hours for
the month, compared with 95% for May, it
was a brighter month. The UK's Met Office
described how “At the start of June an
intense low pressure system brought rain
and unseasonably strong winds to the
UK. After this, the month was typified by
rather quiet weather generally; after a
spell of fine, settled weather there was
rain or showers from time to time”.
However, “Parts of the London area and
East Anglia were especially dry with less
than a third of average rainfall in some
places.”
Right: Re-growth in a willow coppice used to
maintain dead hedges in Belair Park, South
London (June 4, 2015.) Yellow flag iris (Iris
pseudacorus) in wetland area of Belair Park
(June 4). Elder (Sambucus nigra) in flower in
hedgerow in Belair Park (June 6). Below:
Speckled Wood butterfly (Fararge aegeria).
Belair Park (June 6). Scarlet pimpernel
(Anagallis arvensis). Hedgerow margin, near
West Kingsdown (June 7).

Above left: A bee alights on comfrey (Symphytum
officinalis) in a hedgerow near Ash, Kent (June 7).
Britain and adjacent areas of Europe as seen by the
USA's NOAA 19 satellite at 13:13 GMT on June 5, 2015.
Courtesy Geoff Hamilton.
Left: Two fields meet near New Ash Green, Kent, the
nearer is growing wheat and the other oil seed. Guelderrose (Viburnum opulus) blooms along a hedgerow near
Ash, Kent.
Lower left: A magnificent male stag beetle (Lucanus
cervus), several cm long, Gipsy Hill area of SE London,
June 11, 2015. The extended, antler-like mandibles are
used by males to fight during the summer breeding
season. Stag beetles have become extinct in Denmark
and Latvia and According to the London Wildlife Trust/
English Nature: “The numbers of stag beetles have
declined since the 1940s; their UK distribution has
contracted from a large swathe of southern England and
Wales, Recent surveys suggest that they are now more
restricted to the south-east, with concentrations along
the Thames Valley, in north-east Essex/Suffolk, and the
New Forest. Perhaps surprisingly London is one such
‘hot-spot’, and is nationally significant for the stag
beetle populations it supports.” In the UK, the species is
listed as a protected species under Schedule 5 of the
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended) and as a
priority species in the UK and London Biodiversity Action
Plans. Stag beetle larvae can spend between 3 to 7 years
in decomposing wood and the removal of dead wood
from woodlands is a likely factor in the shrinkage of their
habitat. In Belair Park, S. E. London, a special effort has
been made to encourage stag beetles by assembling
tonnes of dead wood under the protective cover of roses
and brambles.

Right: A notable landmark in the history of England. June 14, 2015. For
the 800th anniversary of Magna Carta, a drama group in the grounds of
Dulwich Picture Gallery, South London, provided its own version of King
John being coerced by his barons into agreeing the document at
Runnymede, Surrey (June 15, 1215). He never signed and later reneged,
but it was repeatedly re-issued and revised, developing from a peace
treaty with the barons into a document of international significance.

Above, left to right: Britain and adjacent areas of Europe as seen
by the USA's NOAA 19 satellite at 13:35 GMT on June 21, 2015.
Courtesy Geoff Hamilton. On the afternoon of June 21, a kiteflying festival on Streatham Common, South London, enjoyed good
winds (although a trio of flying pigs appeared to be grounded). Out
in Kent, pyramid orchids (Anacamptis pyramidalis) were flowering.
A female common blue butterfly (Polyommatus icarus) along a
hedgerow in west Kingsdown, Kent. Left: A specially-tended lawn
of the unusual corky-fruited water-dropwort (Oenanthe
pimpinelloides) blooms ouside Countisbury House, opposite
Sydenham Hill Wood. London Borough of Southwark (June 13).

Rainy weather opened the month and on June 2, a gust of
nearly 121 km per hour was recorded at the Needles on
the Isle of Wight. The weather then improved and on
June 4, a temperature of 24 oC was recorded in the
London area. Throughout the month, maximum
temperatures showed an overall rise. The next day saw
thunderstorms, which cleared and the temperature
reached 26.7oC at Frittenden in Kent. After a cooler
spell, June 11 saw temperatures manage 25 oC in the
south. The following day saw showers and some
thunderstorms in central and southern England, but the
temperature reached 26.8oC at Kew Gardens in Greater
London. The lowest UK temperature of -1.9oC was
recorded on June 9 at Katesbridge (County Down;
Northern Ireland). The same date saw the lowest
temperature recorded at Heathrow, around 9 7oC.
Below: A sun dog (parhelion) caused by sunlight being
refracted by hexagonal ice crystals in high cirrus clouds. SE
London. June 18.

Thistle growing along a field margin has produced seed-carrying down that is breaking away on the breeze. Field
margin, near West Kingsdown, Kent. June 21, 2015. Flowers of bramble (Rubus fruticosus). Belair Park, SE
London. June 27, 2015.

It was in the latter part of the month that the London area saw the greatest amounts of rain,
although they were modest. At Heathrow in Greater London (WeatherOnline) about 3 mm arrived
on June 20, 6 mm on June 22 and just 2 mm on June 28. The overall trend was for maximum
daily temperatures to rise during the month, and on June 30, the Met Office recorded 32.5 oC at
Heathrow in Greater London note from Met Office: “This occurred shortly before 0900 GMT on
1st July at the end of the standard 0900 to 0900 GMT observing period for the last day of the
month during a developing heat-wave”). The mean temperature for June in SE and central S
England was 11.7oC, slightly (0.2oC) below the 1981-2010 mean. Sources: UK Met Office and WeatherOnline.
SE and central S England, mean max. temp.: 20.2 oC (0.6oC); mean min. temp.: 9.6 oC (-0.4oC). Hours of
sunshine: 251.6 (125%). Rain: 28.3 mm (55%). Anomalies re. 1981-2010 norm in brackets. Source UK
Met Office.

Below: Dartford Heath, Kent, on the final day of June, 2015. As the Sun was setting, the Moon was
rising from the opposite side of the Heath. Both are about the same size in the sky (0.5 o), but their
exact sizes vary because the orbits of the Earth around the Sun and that of the Moon around the Earth
are not precisely circular. The Sun appears larger to the camera than the Moon because it is much
brighter. The Heath is underlain by gravels and sandy deposits. These were lain down on a former
terrace of the River Thames (the relationships of Thames terrace deposits are not entirely clear). In
the 19th C they were exploited extensively, but the area is protected today. The Heath is associated
also with two tributaries of the Thames, the Cray and the Darent. The well-drained and acid soils of
the Heath host bell heather (Erica cinerea) and gorse (Ulex europaeus), which had gone to seed.
Safety tip: Do not risk looking directly at the Sun and never through telescope, binoculars or camera.

Global climate: June 2015 – another
record-breaking month.
According to the USA's National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration the world's land and
ocean combined, and both land and ocean taken
separately, were the warmest June in a record
extending back to 1880. The global mean
temperature was 0.88 ± 0.08oC above the 20th
Century mean of 15.5o C. Land areas were 1.26 ±
0.13oC above the mean, with the oceans 0.74 ±
0.03oC above the norm.
In the Northern
Hemisphere, the combined mean temperature for
land and ocean was 1.02 ± 0.11 oC above the norm,
again the warmest for any June on record. Land
areas, at 1.26 ± 0.13 oC above the norm, were the
2nd warmest on record (2012 was warmest), with
the Northern Hemisphere's oceans at 0.87 ± 0.03 oC
above the mean, the warmest on record. In the
Southern Hemisphere, the combined land and
ocean temperature, land and ocean taken
separately, were all the warmest on record. Land
plus ocean were together 0.74 ± 0.06 oC above the
norm. The Southern Hemisphere's oceans were 0.64
± 0.04oC above the norm, and the land was 1.26 ±
0.17oC above the norm.
Source: NOAA National Climatic Data Center, State of the
Climate: Global Analysis for June, 2015. Published online.
Data provisional.

NOAA has reported that preliminary temperatures for
July 2015 are the hottest on record (see next issue).
Right: A set of views from near West Kingsdown, Kent. At top,
a field mown for silage (June 18, 2015). A small tortoiseshell
(Aglais urticae) rests on the ground beside a hedgerow (June
28). This butterfly, which breeds on stinging nettles, is one of
the most widespread in Britain, and can sometimes be seen
in the final days of December or first days of January.
However, its numbers have fallen disturbingly, particularly in
the south. One principle cause, often quoted, is that climate
change has favoured the spread of the fly Sturmia bella. This
lays its eggs close to food plants of the butterfly, whose
caterpillars then ingest them whole. The fly's larvae hatch
inside the caterpillars and consume them from the inside.
Black horehound (Ballota nigra) is going to seed (June 21).
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